GARY REPORT
My Home—The Tabernacle
To begin with, you will need to read this slowly and very carefully, and certainly more
than once. There is a host of information here, and much of it will be new to you. This
is an account of the kingdom of heaven, and is by far the most complete and revealing
account yet afforded. And as you will see, it is set forth in a most unusual way.
In Hebrews 9:1-5, we find the description of the tabernacle in the wilderness:
Now even the first covenant had regulations of divine worship and the earthly
sanctuary. For there was a tabernacle prepared, the outer one, in which were the
lampstand and the table and the sacred bread; this is called the Holy Place.
Behind the second veil there was a tabernacle which is called the Holy of Holies,
having the golden altar of incense and the Ark of the Covenant covered on all
sides with gold, in which was a golden jar holding the manna, and Aaron’s rod
which budded, and the tables of the covenant; and above it were the cherubim of
glory overshadowing the mercy seat; but of these things we cannot now speak in
detail.
So we see here the 2,000 cubic cubit Holy Place (20 cubits x 10 cubits x 10 cubits) and the
1,000 cubic cubit Holy of Holies (10 cubits x 10 cubits x 10 cubits). Of course the
fulfillment of this is (1) the 2,000 years of Christianity, the Holy Place, and (2) the 1,000year Millennial Reign of Immanuel with the Bride, the Holy of Holies. These are the
two-thirds and one-third works.
And of course to complete the whole, there is the Court. And most importantly
regarding it, in Revelation 11:1-2 we read:
Then there was given me a measuring rod like a staff; and someone said, “Get up
and measure the temple of God and the altar, and those who worship in it.
Leave out the Court which is outside the temple and do not measure it, for it has
been given to the nations.”
And in reality, we therein find the completeness of mankind: (1) Holy Place
Christianity, (2) the Holy of Holies Bride in the Millennial Reign, and then (3) the rest of
mankind in the Court. As to the sum of all of mankind, everyone will fall within one of
these three places.
And let me say, the Father has called this man to be an intercessor, and I would even
say in that role a revelator. Humbly, and not of myself, this man has seen things that no
other man has seen—things that prepare the way for the coming of Immanuel, bringing
His bride with Him. And amazingly, what you are getting ready to find here is that, as
an intercessor, Yahweh has physically placed me in a precise representation of the Holy

Place, the Holy of Holies, and the Court. Let me explain. We will begin with a view of
the property where I live.

The red dash line marks my property boundary. It is eight acres located just outside of
the town of Salem, Missouri, affording my mailing address. “Salem,” of course, means
“peace.” And as you can see, my eight acres are the Court, and in the midst of it is my
home—magnified in the offset within the white dash line. As you can see, I have some
large oak trees that obscure the view of a portion of my home, but the home is actually a
one-third/two-thirds work, as seen here.

As with the church, the initial two-thirds portion was built first. This was in 1939 or ’40.
It is, of course, Christianity—the Holy Place. But is Christianity sufficient? Not at all. It
was not good for the masculine the Body of Christ to be alone, so in 1946 or ’47, the

Millennial Reign Holy of Holies Bride portion of the home was built, as seen in the
above photo. Today, this is my kitchen and office. So with this second portion added,
it completed the two-part work of the church testimony. And of course the nations
would be all of the acreage that encompasses my home, and is the Court. More on this
to follow.

But now, let us look more closely at the two-part Holy Place and Holy of Holies
testimonies of the church. First, in the Christianity Holy Place was the lampstand, the
table with the showbread, and the altar of incense. And to complete the list of items, of
course in the Millennial Reign Bride Holy of Holies was the Ark of the Covenant.

But, something most unusual happens, as shown in this image. In Hebrews 9 the
golden altar of incense has been moved into the Holy of Holies, the third part of the
church, the Millennial Reign.
“Behind the second veil there was a tabernacle which is called the Holy of Holies,
having the golden altar of incense and the Ark of the Covenant.”
Why this clear and most unusual move? Because a Bride comes out of the Holy Place
Body of Christ and enters into the Millennial Reign Holy of Holies as a savory fragrance
to God. And, this is the same two-part Bride attested by the two golden cherubim
which cover the Ark of the Covenant. It is as written, the woman will encompass the
man (Jeremiah 31:22).

And in the third-part portion of my home, what do I have? Like the golden altar of
incense, the kitchen, from which equally comes the savory fragrance of cooking, was
likewise moved out of the two-thirds portion of the home and into the new one-third
part, which undoubtedly was a great improvement to the original home. And in that
new place, right under the sink, they hand-dug a well that never ran dry—and remains
there to this day, though now not in use. We now have an abundant supply of water
that comes from greater depths and most certainly will never run dry.
Thus we see the Holy Place of two-part Christianity, as well as the Holy of Holies
Remnant Bride. And as has been noted, in the latter we see from the Scriptures the altar
of incense Remnant coming out of Christianity and entering into the Millennial Reign of
Yahshua. So, is there anything else to learn from this profoundly clear testimony seen
in the property Yahweh afforded this man? Indeed so!
What were the other two items that remained in the Christianity Holy Place? Most
significantly and entirely relevant, they were (1) the golden lampstand and (2) the table
and the bread of the presence. So first, where else have we seen the testimony of the
golden lampstand? Clearly and MOST affirming, it is the same golden lampstand in
Zechariah 4 where the two Remnant olive trees are separated by the golden lampstand
of Christianity.
And what about Christianity’s bread of the presence? Fittingly, it is leavened wheat
bread, specifically associated with Christianity, while barley is the Bride. So again we
see a fitting testimony of Holy-Place Christianity. Therefore, it is entirely relevant that

these two clear testimonies of Christianity remain in the 2,000 cubic cubit (2,000 years)
Holy Place.
And again, it is most relevant that specifically one of the three contents of the Holy
Place, the altar of incense, was moved into the Holy of Holies—the Remnant that comes
out of the Body of Christ. Can anything be clearer? But taking this abundant truth even
further, this move of the altar of incense actually begs yet another move, and in fact
even two. Let us now consider this.
Looking back to the entryway of the Tabernacle, there were two items that are not
mentioned at all in highly prophetic Hebrews 9:1-5 account, and those are the bronze
laver and the bronze altar for burnt offerings. So, herein we have yet another most
significant change to the kingdom. And what was that? Watch and see.
First, you will notice that both items are bronze, and as noted here, bronze is
Christianity, which is associated with the Holy Place. Thus, as evidenced in the natural,
it is quite fitting that the bronze altar and the bronze laver precede and introduce one
into bronze Christianity. But, when Hebrews 9:1-5 is being fulfilled today and the Bride
is being formed and the golden altar of incense is moving into the Holy of Holies, this is
not the time for bronze Christianity but for the Bride!
Now, having noted all of this, and noted as well that the home that the Father provided
to me is hugely prophetic of (1) Holy Place Christianity, (2) the Holy of Holies Bride,
and (3) the Court that is given to the nations, a question arises: Might there be a laver
and altar testimony for the Bride entrance as well? There certainly should be, and
consistent with Hebrews 9:1-5, last time I checked, there was no laver testimony or altar
testimony out my front door. So where are they? Where did they go? Do they just
disappear into irrelevance?
One would then have to ask if these two items have indeed made their way into this
highly prophetic and intercessoral home that the Father has given me? And the answer
to this is resoundingly—“Yes!” And if so, then what does it mean? The shortest answer
to those questions is that, yes, these two items are indeed testified and even confirmed,
and we will see what they mean. Let us begin with the laver. But, of course, we cannot
identify it with bronze anymore, for that is Christianity. And to be in the Bride, one has
to equally come out of Christianity.
First, since the laver held water, it represented cleansing, even the washing away of the
old. This would, of course, be comparable to Solomon’s Molten Sea. And in 1 Kings
7:26, we read that it held 2,000 baths of water. But, in 2 Chronicles 4:5 that same sea
held 3,000 baths. Again it is prophecy. As addressed here, the 2,000 baths attest to the
2,000 years of Christianity, and the 3,000 baths take one into the third 1,000 years, or the
Millennial Reign. So, do we see any sign of such a laver or sea of such baths in my
home? Indeed so. And very significantly, the fact that these two referenced volumes are
actually different, as if two different seas, we find again justification that, in deed, there
has to be a laver for the Holy-of-Holies Bride work as well.
Examining this per the testimony of this highly revealing home, it remained a two
thirds/one third structure until about 1972. Up to then an outhouse was the toilet and a

washtub was the tub. But in that year they added an extension to the south for a
bathroom and laundry room. This construction thereupon added the sea. And if you
have read any amount of writings here, you might know that I am inclined to crawl into
my mother’s womb, otherwise called a bathtub. In my mother’s womb is where I
frequently receive insight and understanding of things that I have never considered or
understood before. The experience is amazing! And now I see more clearly that my
bath is in fact my Molten Sea, a frequent source of understanding and rest. In fact, it
was in that sea that this specific revelation you are now reading even came. And
frankly, don’t just think that this testimony is mere happenstance, for it is actually
intercession, even identification and government. And of course the other use of water
in this sea area is for washing my laundry, which is a cleansing of garments, even
“garments of skin” (Genesis 3:21), our new bodies.
So, what about the altar? Is there a testimony of this as well? At first sight, one would
say no. The only thing that is in this immediate location is what I call the shed, where I
put various items from tools to a sundry of things that sheds hold. But we are not
looking to see normal usage, but prophecy, and that does indeed exist. When I bought
this house, an older gentleman whose family built it would frequently come out and tell
me stories about it. He loved coming here and seeing the progress of the remodel. And
when we first walked together into that shed, one of the first things he said about it was
what they called it, and that was: “the smokehouse!” And we even had a conversation
about this, wherein he commented that they never smoked any meat in it, but even so
called it the smokehouse. And Yahweh knew what He was doing and prophesied
about this, for it is the smoking altar—seen here to the left, along with the laver affixed
to the two-thirds/one-third home.

So, you can now see the laver and the altar, which are moved down to the other end of
the church where there is the Holy of Holies portion. Here we clearly see His ways—
He flips things to make them clean, flipping these two to the other end of the home and
the church. And again, the area of the house that is the opening of the Holy Place is
void of any such testimonies. Furthermore, all of these in-type testimonies per my
home are not set forth by Yahweh just as a novelty, but so that I might walk out all that
the Father is doing. Remember, in like regard, in order for Yahshua to deliver man, He
too had to perform it in a type before He went to the cross. Having taken the Nazirite
vow, He then entered into a shadow as well, and that in a literal garden as a type of the
original Garden of Eden. And “His sweat became like drops of blood, falling down
upon the ground” (Luke 22:44). From the beginning, and particularly at the end of His
life, He fulfilled His essential work by equally walking out shadows—which are
throughout the Bible.
And this is precisely what I have in this home, which in every regard is a perfect
testimony of the tabernacle in the wilderness, even modified with these changes such as
the altar of incense being moved into the Holy of Holies, and the laver and the smoking
altar moved as well—all being fulfilled by the Bride in the Millennial Reign. And what
do we see evidenced in the smoking altar? Clearly, it is fulfilled by ascending alive into
heaven, just as the smoke ascends. But on the other hand, the two loaves of the
leavened Pentecost wheat bread, or 2,000 years of Christianity, cannot ascend but
merely waved before Yahweh (Leviticus 23:17, 2:11-12).
And as attested in John 9, we are now fulfilling yet another type, and that is the healing
of the blind man at the Pool of Siloam—who was blind from birth. And even here with
the tub and the smokehouse, once again types evidenced what the Father would do, just
as He has performed on this Holy Place and Holy of Holies testimony in this house in
which I live. And as needed in the church, I had to gut it and make it new and
beautiful, taking me seven and a half months. But let us not stop here in this particular
examination, for there is still the Court—the nations!
As you can see from the Google Earth screen shot, my Holy Place and Holy of Holies
house is encompassed about by the Court, which prophetically is not measured but
belongs to the nations. And here again there is rich prophetic truth.
When I got this property, all of this open land was filled with weeds, dead trees,
unwanted cedar trees, and thorn bushes galore! One could say that this Court prophecy
was in many ways the cursed earth, even the cursed nations, and I set out to beat back
that curse! I bought a backpack sprayer and went through several large containers of
broad-leaf killer. There were some areas where the unwanted vegetation was so dense
that I had to just stand at the perimeters and spray over into those areas. And
immediately behind the house in the pasture, I had to have a neighbor use his brush
hog tractor and clear that area.
This property MOST assuredly evidenced the curse upon and corruptness of the
nations, which Satan has ruled over for six thousand years! In Genesis 3:18 Yahweh
told Adam, “Both thorns and thistles it (the ground) shall grow for you,” and boy did I
have to confront that natural curse! In fact, I had to burn with fire the entire property so
as to beat back the unwanted vegetation, and to this very day still put the backpack

sprayer on and eliminate the persistent weeds. And frankly, one of the greatest
pleasures I have with regard to this property is eliminating weeds. And it is not just
with natural weeds, but with spiritual and social ones as well. And such will be the
case when Immanuel returns with His bride and rules and reigns over the earth. The
nations will learn righteousness, and looking at society today with its lewdness and
profaneness, it is going to need a LOT of weed killer and brush-hogging and fire! But,
in the end there will be beauty, even as you see in this photo of that very area that I did
indeed brush-hogged and burned and leveled and seeded with good seed!

I am an intercessor, and what I did to this property was a type of what will be
performed throughout the earth. And I enjoyed every moment of it—bringing beauty
out of corruption! And this was not only with the Court portion, but with the Holy
Place and the Holy of Holies as well. May Yahweh fulfill in the world what in type I
have fulfilled here in this home, and keep fulfilling on my eight acres. Oh come
quickly, Immanuel!
And let us draw one other point regarding Christianity. As the Body of Christ, Satan
has had a right to afflict, corrupt, and blind it for 2,000 years. And attesting to his
presence, here you see his image on the wall of my home when I first purchased it.
Appropriately, this was in the bedroom in the two-thirds portion. It is Satan, even as
precisely seen on the continent of Africa, where Yahweh has called me with the purpose
of delivering them.

And if all of this that you have read is not enough evidence as to the highly prophetic
and intercessoral nature of this property, let me tell you yet more. The previous owner,
who in fact defaulted on his loan and was in a battle with the bank over it, was nothing
less than a mortician—whose sole work was in preparing bodies for burial! And who
prepares man for death? None other than Satan, who ever since the Garden has had a
right to take man, even kingdom man, to death! This too is an incredible like testimony.
I paid the asking price of $40,000 dollars, less than half of the original value of the
home. Of course 40 is a highly significant number. But they had moved out of the
house because they had defaulted on the loan, and the water pipes froze and broke and
flooded the house unabated for three weeks! (Thus the dramatic reduction in the price.)
And that flood is what we need again, but only now the latter rain.
And if I cleansed and restored this house and the land, which are clear types, I assume I
will have a part in what I also see regarding the true two-part temple of Christianity
and the Bride, as well as the third-part nations Court.
And another thing that speaks is that another family already had a contract on the
home—a Mennonite family. But their offer was less than mine. And, their plans were
to tear down the house and build a new one. And if Christianity’s days are not cut
short, their house would indeed be torn down! But Yahweh had mercy and gave the
house to the Bride so that it would escape destruction and have new everlasting life!
“Unless those days had been cut short, no flesh would have been saved; but through the
elect those days will be cut short” (Matthew 24:22).
Oh what a treasure trove of truth and revelation Yahweh has provided in this home and
property—once again taking the foolish to shame the wise (1 Corinthians 1:27). And we
look to Him to restore the house and perform what He alone can perform. We look to
Yahweh! Amen!
Gary
PS: To see before and after videos of the home, as well as additional information, click
here.

